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pcmag com is a leading authority on technology delivering labs based independent reviews of the latest products and services our expert industry analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from technology infoworld is targeted to senior it professionals content is segmented into channels and topic centers infoworld also celebrates people companies and projects this book constitutes the thoroughly refereed proceedings of the 22nd international conference on user modeling adaption and personalization held in aalborg denmark in july 2014 the 23 long and 19 short papers of the research paper track were carefully reviewed and selected from 146 submissions the papers cover the following topics large scale personalization adaptation and recommendation personalization for individuals groups and populations modeling individuals groups and communities dynamics and personalization adaptive web based systems context awareness social recommendations user experience user awareness and control affective aspects umap underpinning by psychology models privacy perceived security and trust behavior change and persuasion for more than 20 years network world has been the premier provider of information intelligence and insight for network and it executives responsible for the digital nervous systems of large organizations readers are responsible for designing implementing and managing the voice data and video systems their companies use to support everything from business critical applications to employee collaboration and electronic commerce whether it s software a cell phone or a refrigerator your customer wants no expects your product to be easy to use this fully revised handbook provides clear step by step guidelines to help you test your product for usability completely updated with current industry best practices it can give you that all important marketplace advantage products that perform the way users expect you ll learn to recognize factors that limit usability decide where testing should occur set up a test plan to assess goals for your product s usability and more since the first edition was published new technologies have come up especially in the area of convergence of computing and communications accompanied by a lot of new technical terms this second expanded and updated edition has been worked out to cope with this situation the number of entries has been incremented by 35 with about 159 000 entries this dictionary offers a valuable guide to navigate through the entanglement of german and english terminology the lexicographic concept indication of the subject field for every term short definitions references to synonyms
antonyms general and derivative terms has been maintained as well as the
tabular layout this groundbreaking book is the first in the kimball
toolkit series to be product specific microsoft s bi toolset has
undergone significant changes in the sql server 2005 development cycle
sql server 2005 is the first viable full functioned data warehouse and
business intelligence platform to be offered at a price that will make
data warehousing and business intelligence available to a broad set of
organizations this book is meant to offer practical techniques to guide
those organizations through the myriad of challenges to true success as
measured by contribution to business value building a data warehousing
and business intelligence system is a complex business and engineering
effort while there are significant technical challenges to overcome in
successfully deploying a data warehouse the authors find that the most
common reason for data warehouse project failure is insufficient focus
on the business users and business problems in an effort to help people
gain success this book takes the proven business dimensional lifecycle
approach first described in best selling the data warehouse lifecycle
toolkit and applies it to the microsoft sql server 2005 tool set
beginning with a thorough description of how to gather business
requirements the book then works through the details of creating the
target dimensional model setting up the data warehouse infrastructure
creating the relational atomic database creating the analysis services
databases designing and building the standard report set implementing
security dealing with metadata managing ongoing maintenance and growing
the dw bi system all of these steps tie back to the business
requirements each chapter describes the practical steps in the context
of the sql server 2005 platform intended audience the target audience
for this book is the it department or service provider consultant who is
planning a small to mid range data warehouse project evaluating or
planning to use microsoft technologies as the primary or exclusive data
warehouse server technology familiar with the general concepts of data
warehousing and business intelligence the book will be directed
primarily at the project leader and the warehouse developers although
everyone involved with a data warehouse project will find the book
useful some of the book s content will be more technical than the
typical project leader will need other chapters and sections will focus
on business issues that are interesting to a database administrator or
programmer as guiding information the book is focused on the mass market
where the volume of data in a single application or data mart is less
than 500 gb of raw data while the book does discuss issues around
handling larger warehouses in the microsoft environment it is not
exclusively or even primarily concerned with the unusual challenges of
extremely large datasets about the authors joy mundy has focused on data
warehousing and business intelligence since the early 1990s specializing
in business requirements analysis dimensional modeling and business intelligence systems architecture joy co-founded Infodynamics LLC a data warehouse consulting firm then joined Microsoft WebTV to develop closed loop analytic applications and a packaged data warehouse before returning to consulting with the Kimball Group in 2004 joy worked in Microsoft SQL Server product development managing a team that developed the best practices for building business intelligence systems on the Microsoft platform joy began her career as a business analyst in banking and finance she graduated from Tufts University with a BA in economics and from Stanford with an MS in engineering economic systems Warren Thornthwaite has been building data warehousing and business intelligence systems since 1980 Warren worked at Metaphor for eight years where he managed the consulting organization and implemented many major data warehouse systems after Metaphor Warren managed the enterprise wide data warehouse development at Stanford University he then co-founded Infodynamics LLC a data warehouse consulting firm with his co-author Joy Mundy Warren joined up with WebTV to help build a world class multi terabyte customer focused data warehouse before returning to consulting with the Kimball Group in addition to designing data warehouses for a range of industries Warren speaks at major industry conferences and for leading vendors and is a long time instructor for Kimball University Warren holds an MBA in decision sciences from the University of Pennsylvania’s Wharton School and a BA in communications studies from the University of Michigan Ralph Kimball PhD has been a leading visionary in the data warehouse industry since 1982 and is one of today’s most internationally well known authors speakers consultants and teachers on data warehousing he writes the data warehouse architect column for Intelligent Enterprise formerly DBMS magazine over 8300 pages just a sample of the contents Nondestructive inspection methods published by the departments of the army navy and air force on 1 March 2000 771 pages and June 2005 762 pages metallic materials and elements for aerospace vehicle structures 1733 pages designing and developing maintainable products and systems revision a 719 pages sampling procedures and tables for inspection by attributes 75 pages nondestructive testing acceptance criteria 88 pages environmental stress screening process for electronic equipment 49 pages handbook for reliability test methods plans and environments for engineering development qualification and production revision a 471 pages human engineering revision f 219 pages sampling procedures and tables for life and reliability testing based on exponential distribution 77 pages test method standard electronic and electrical component parts 191 pages reliability testing for engineering development qualification and production revision d 47 pages electroexplosive subsystem safety requirements and test methods for space systems 150 pages 864 mb
reliability prediction of electronic equipment notice f 205 pages
reliability program for systems and equipment development and production
revision b 88 pages electronic discharge control handbook for protection
of electrical and electronic parts assemblies and equipment excluding
electrically initiated explosive devices revision b 171 pages electrical
grounding for aircraft safety 290 pages fuze and fuze components
environmental and performance tests for revision c 295 pages
requirements for the control of electromagnetic interference
characteristics of subsystems and equipment revision e 253 pages
maintainability verification demonstration evaluation revision a 64
pages failure rate sampling plans and procedures revision c 41 pages
maintainability prediction 176 pages definition of terms for reliability
and maintainability revision c 18 pages semiconductor devices 730 pages
reliability modeling and prediction revision b 85 pages established
reliability and high reliability qualified products list qpl systems for
electrical electronic and fiber optic parts specifications revision f 17
pages environmental test methods and engineering guidelines 416 pages
test methods for electrical connectors revision a 129 pages
environmental engineering considerations and laboratory tests revision f
539 pages system safety program requirements 117 pages test method
standard microcircuits revision e 705 pages test method standard
microcircuits revision f 708 pages procedures for performing a failure
mode effects and criticality analysis revision a 54 pages skip the fluff
and get straight to the essentials with an indispensable prep handbook
for the comptia a core 2 exam in comptia a certmike prepare practice
pass the test get certified core 2 exam 220 1102 veteran tech experts
and educators mike chapple and mark soper deliver a hands on and
practical roadmap to taking and succeeding on the comptia a core 2 exam
you’ll learn how to install configure and maintain computer equipment
mobile devices and software for end users service components based on
customer requirements understand networking basics and apply essential
cybersecurity methods ace the test using the proven certmike approach
prepare certmike is your personal study coach guiding you through all
the exam objectives and helping you gain an understanding of how they
apply to on the job tasks practice each chapter includes two multiple
choice practice questions work through the detailed explanations to
evaluate each answer option and understand the reason for the best
answer pass on exam day use the critical knowledge you’ve learned when
you’re ready to take the test you’ll feel ready and confident to pass
the exam and earn your certification with a laser focus on getting you
job and exam ready the book skips the fluff and gets right to the point
of getting you familiar with it basics and on the road to an in demand
it certification and a new career in tech you’ll also get complimentary
access to additional online study tools complete with a bonus practice
exam and audio recordings of the certmike exam essentials banish test anxiety and feel ready to pass the test the first time around an indispensable resource for anyone preparing for their a certification comptia a certmike prepare practice pass the test get certified core 2 exam 220 1102 is also a must read for hardware and pc technicians seeking to upgrade their skillset prepare for comptia a 220 801 and 220 802 exam success with this comptia authorized exam cram from pearson it certification a leader in it certification learning and a comptia authorized platinum partner this is the ebook version of the print title note that the ebook does not provide access to the practice test software that accompanies the print book access to the digital edition of the cram sheet is available through product registration at pearson it certification or see instructions in back pages of your ebook limited time offer buy comptia a 220 801 and 220 802 authorized exam cram and receive a 10 off discount code for the comptia a 220 801 and 220 802 exams to receive your 10 off discount code 1 register your product at pearsonitcertification com register 2 when prompted please enter isbn number 9780133048223 3 go to your account page and click on access bonus content comptia a 220 801 and 220 802 authorized exam cram sixth edition is the perfect study guide to help you pass comptia s a 220 801 and 220 802 exam it provides coverage and practice questions for every exam topic including substantial new coverage of windows 7 new pc hardware tablets smartphones and professional level networking and security the book presents you with an organized test preparation routine through the use of proven series elements and techniques exam topic lists make referencing easy exam alerts sidebars and notes interspersed throughout the text keep you focused on what you need to know cram quizzes help you assess your knowledge and the cram sheet tear card is the perfect last minute review covers the critical information you ll need to know to score higher on your comptia a 220 801 and 220 802 exams deploy and administer desktops and notebooks running windows 7 vista or xp understand install and troubleshoot motherboards processors and memory test and troubleshoot power related problems use all forms of storage including new blu ray and solid state ssd devices work effectively with mobile devices including tablets and smartphones install configure and troubleshoot both visible and internal laptop components configure windows components and applications use windows administrative tools and optimize windows systems repair damaged windows environments and boot errors work with audio and video subsystems i o devices and the newest peripherals install and manage both local and network printers configure ipv4 and understand tcp ip protocols and ipv6 changes install and configure soho wired wireless networks and troubleshoot connectivity implement secure authentication prevent malware attacks and protect data david l prowse is an author computer network specialist and technical
trainer over the past several years he has authored several titles for
pearson education including the well received comptia a exam cram and
comptia security cert guide as a consultant he installs and secures the
latest in computer and networking technology he runs the website
davidlprowse.com where he gladly answers questions from students and
readers explore the world of apis and learn how to integrate them with
production ready applications using postman and the newman cli key
features learn the tenets of effective api testing and api design gain an
in depth understanding of the various features postman has to offer
know when and how to use postman for creating high quality apis for software
and web apps book description postman enables the exploration and testing
of web apis helping testers and developers figure out how an api works
with postman you can create effective test automation for any apis if
you want to put your knowledge of apis to work quickly this practical
guide to using postman will help you get started the book provides a
hands on approach to learning the implementation and associated
methodologies that will have you up and running with postman in no time
complete with step by step explanations of essential concepts practical
examples and self assessment questions this book begins by taking you
through the principles of effective api testing a combination of theory
coupled with real world examples will help you learn how to use postman
to create well designed documented and tested apis you'll then be able
to try some hands on projects that will teach you how to add test
automation to an already existing api with postman and guide you in
using postman to create a well designed api from scratch by the end of
this book you'll be able to use postman to set up and run api tests for
any api that you are working with what you will learn find out what is
involved in effective api testing use data driven testing in postman to
create scalable api tests understand what a well designed api looks
like become well versed with api terminology including the different
types of apis get to grips with performing functional and non functional
testing of an api discover how to use industry standards such as openapi
and mocking in postman who this book is for the book is for software
testing professionals and software developers looking to improve product
and api quality through api test automation you will find this book
useful if you understand apis and want to build your skills for creating
testing and documenting apis the book assumes beginner level knowledge
of javascript and api development approach the new mcse 2000 exam with
added confidence by reviewing with mcse exam notes windows 2000 network
security design not a cram guide or cheat sheet this innovative review
guide provides objective by objective coverage of all the material you
need to know for the exam singling out critical information outlining
necessary procedures identifying exam essentials and providing sample
questions it's the perfect companion piece to the mcse windows 2000.
network security design study guide with over 100,000 iPhone applications and 125,000 registered iPhone developers is it still possible to create a top selling app that stands apart from the six figure crowd of course but you'll need more than a great idea and flawless code an eye catching and functional user interface design is essential with this book you'll get practical advice on user interface design from 10 innovative developers who like you have sat wondering how to best utilize the iPhone's minimal screen real estate their stories illustrate precisely why with more apps and more experienced creative developers no iPhone app can succeed without a great user interface whatever type of iPhone project you have in mind social networking app game or reference tool you'll benefit from the information presented in this book more than just tips and pointers you'll learn from the authors hands on experiences including Dave Barnard of App Cubby on how to use Apple's user interface conventions and test for usability to assure better results Joachim Bondo creator of Deep Green Chess beats a classic design problem of navigating large dataset results in the realm of the iPhone former Apple employee Dan Burcaw tailors user interfaces and adds the power of CoreLocation Address Book and Camera to the social networking app Brightkite David Kaneda takes his Basecamp project management client Outpost from a blank page literally to a model of Dashboard Clarity Craig Kemper focuses on the smallest details to create his award winning puzzle games Tanzen and Zentomino Tim Novikoff a graduate student in applied math with no programming experience reduces a complex problem to simplicity in Flash of Genius SAT Vocab Long time Mac developer Chris Parrish goes into detail on the creation of the digital postcard app Postage which won the 2009 Apple design award Flash developer Keith Peters provides solutions for bringing games that were designed for a desktop screen to the small touch sensitive world of the iPhone Jürgen Siebert creator of Fontshuffle outlines the anatomy of letters and how to select the right fonts for maximum readability on the iPhone screen Eddie Wilson an interactive designer reveals the fine balance of excellent design and trial by fire programming used to create his successful app Snow Report combined with Apress best selling Beginning iPhone 3 Development Exploring the iPhone SDK you'll be prepared to match great code with striking design and create the app that everyone is talking about this book is designed to be an ancillary to the classes labs and hands on practice that you have diligently worked on in preparing to obtain your PL 900 Microsoft Certified Power Platform Fundamentals Certification I won't bother talking about the benefits of certifications this book tries to reinforce the knowledge that you have gained in your process of studying it is meant as one of the end steps in your preparation for the PL 900 exams this book is short but it will give you a good gauge of your readiness learning can
be seen in 4 stages 1 unconscious incompetence 2 conscious incompetence 3 conscious competence 4 unconscious competence this book will assume the reader has already gone through the needed classes labs and practice it is meant to take the reader from stage 2 conscious incompetence to stage 3 conscious competence at stage 3 you should be ready to take the exam only real world scenarios and work experience will take you to stage 4 unconscious competence before we get started we all have doubts when preparing to take an exam what is your reason and purpose for taking this exam remember your reason and purpose when you have some doubts obstacle is the way control your mind attitude and you can control the situation persistence leads to confidence confidence erases doubts infoworld is targeted to senior it professionals content is segmented into channels and topic centers infoworld also celebrates people companies and projects infoworld is targeted to senior it professionals content is segmented into channels and topic centers infoworld also celebrates people companies and projects pcmag com is a leading authority on technology delivering labs based independent reviews of the latest products and services our expert industry analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from technology this book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post conference proceedings of 12 workshops held at the 21st international conference on parallel and distributed computing euro par 2015 in vienna austria in august 2015 the 67 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 121 submissions the volume includes papers from the following workshops bigdatacloud 4th workshop on big data management in clouds euro edupar first european workshop on parallel and distributed computing education for undergraduate students hetero par 13th international workshop on algorithms models and tools for parallel computing on heterogeneous platforms lsdve third workshop on large scale distributed virtual environments omhi 4th international workshop on on chip memory hierarchies and interconnects padaps third workshop on parallel and distributed agent based simulations pelga workshop on performance engineering for large scale graph analytics reppar second international workshop on reproducibility in parallel computing resilience 8th workshop on resiliency in high performance computing in clusters clouds and grids rome third workshop on runtime and operating systems for the many core era uchpc 8th workshop on unconventional high performance computing and vhpc 10th workshop on virtualization in high performance cloud computing 2012 jolt award finalist pioneering the future of software test do you need to get it right too then learn from google legendary testing expert james whittaker until recently a google testing leader and two top google experts reveal exactly how google tests software offering brand new best practices you can use even if you re not quite google s size yet.
breakthrough techniques you can actually use discover 100 practical amazingly scalable techniques for analyzing risk and planning tests thinking like real users implementing exploratory black box white box and acceptance testing getting usable feedback tracking issues choosing and creating tools testing docs mocks interfaces classes modules libraries binaries services and infrastructure reviewing code and refactoring using test hooks presubmit scripts queues continuous builds and more with these techniques you can transform testing from a bottleneck into an accelerator and make your whole organization more productive 1 1 the pressure on information technology it in today s environment the ability to react quickly to change by reducing the development life cycle in order to be first to market will give a company an important competitive edge james martin the market conditions of the 21st century put business under continual pressure the most successful companies are those who are able to reduce their time to market to launch initiatives before their competitors to respond very rapidly to opportunities in the marketplace or to change direction in response to a move by the competition or a change in circumstances all of these business initiatives rely on support from information technology it for a business to launch a new product in three months time the supporting it processes must be available and working in that three month time frame in this fast moving environment late it delivery is not acceptable and may pose a major risk to the business the marketplace of 21st century business measures timescales in months whereas in the past timescales of two to three years were more typical internet related and e business projects frequently require even tighter timescales measured in days rather than months this need for speed puts tremendous pressure on it departments pressure does not just come from the need for speed there is also an ever increasing rate of change within business praise for software test engineering with ibm rational functional tester the indispensable resource for automated testing automated software testing has become a critical exercise especially for developers utilizing iterative and agile methods however to achieve the full benefits of automated testing teams need a deep understanding of both its principles and their testing tools if you re among the thousands of developers using ibm rational functional tester rft this book brings together all the insight examples and real world solutions you need to succeed eight leading ibm testing experts thoroughly introduce this state of the art product covering issues ranging from building test environments through executing the most complex and powerful tests drawing on decades of experience with ibm rational testing products they address both technical and nontechnical challenges and present everything from best practices to reusable code coverage includes integrating ibm rft into your development processes building highly efficient test environments
test harnesses and test scripts using rft visual editor to extend
testing automation to novice users mastering basic scripting techniques
from data capture to script synchronization managing script data using
rft datapools efficiently debugging scripts using eclipseTM or visual
studio managing execution flow playback settings logic error handling
and more handling domains that are not supported by rft using advanced
techniques such as mouse delays and custom verification point
specialized software including mainframe sap siebel and adobe flex
applications extending rft with external libraries developing rft
support for third party javatm or net controls using rft in both linux
and windows environments configuring internationalized testing within
the rft framework the 9th acis international conference on software
engineering artificial intelligence networking and parallel distributed
computing held in phuket thailand on august 6 8 2008 is aimed at
bringing together researchers and scientist businessmen and
entrepreneurs teachers and students to discuss the numerous fields of
computer science and to share ideas and information in a meaningful way
this publication captures 20 of the conference s most promising papers
and we impatiently await the important contributions that we know these
authors will bring to the field human resource information systems
basics applications and future directions is a one of a kind book that
provides a thorough introduction to the field of human resource
information systems hris and shows how organizations today can leverage
hris to make better people decisions and manage talent more effectively
unlike other texts that overwhelm students with technical information
and jargon this revised fifth edition offers a balanced approach in
dealing with hr issues and it is issues by drawing from experts in both
areas it includes the latest research and developments in the areas of
hris justification strategies hr technology big data and artificial
intelligence numerous examples best practices discussion questions and
case studies make this book the most student friendly and current text
on the market included with this title the password protected instructor
resource site formally known as sage edge offers access to all text
specific resources including a test bank and editable chapter specific
powerpoint slides pc mag com is a leading authority on technology
delivering labs based independent reviews of the latest products and
services our expert industry analysis and practical solutions help you
make better buying decisions and get more from technology welcome to the
proceedings of icchp 2010 we were proud to welcome participants from
more than 40 countries from all over the world to this year s icchp
since the late 1980s it has been icchp s mission to support and reflect
development in the field of assistive technologies eaccessibility and
einclusion with a focus on scientific quality icchp has become an
important reference in our field the 2010 conference and this collection
of papers once again fulfilled this mission the international programme committee comprising 106 experts from all over the world selected 147 full and 44 short papers out of 328 abstracts submitted to icchp this acceptance ratio of about half of the submissions demonstrates our strict pursuit of scientific quality both of the programme and in particular of the proceedings in your hands an impressive number of experts agreed to organize special thematic sessions sts for icchp 2010 these sts help to bring the meeting into sharper focus in several key areas in turn this deeper level of focus helps to collate a state of the art and mainstream technical social cultural and political developments infoworld is targeted to senior it professionals content is segmented into channels and topic centers infoworld also celebrates people companies and projects make your splunk certification easier with this exam study guide that covers the user power user and enterprise admin certifications this book is divided into three parts the first part focuses on the splunk user and power user certifications starting with how to install splunk splunk processing language spl field extraction field aliases and macros and splunk tags you will be able to make your own data model and prepare an advanced dashboard in splunk in the second part you will explore the splunk admin certification there will be in depth coverage of splunk licenses and user role management and how to configure splunk forwarders indexer clustering and the security policy of splunk you ll also explore advanced data input options in splunk as well as conf file merging logic btool various attributes stanza types editing advanced data inputs through the conf file and various other types of conf file in splunk the concluding part covers the advanced topics of the splunk admin certification you will also learn to troubleshoot splunk and to manage existing splunk infrastructure you will understand how to configure search head multi site indexer clustering and search peers besides exploring how to troubleshoot splunk enterprise using the monitoring console and matrix log this part will also include search issues and configuration issues you will learn to deploy an app through a deployment server on your client s instance create a server class and carry out load balancing socks proxy and indexer discovery by the end of the splunk certified study guide you will have learned how to manage resources in splunk and how to use rest api services for splunk this section also explains how to set up splunk enterprise on the aws platform and some of the best practices to make them work efficiently together the book offers multiple choice question tests for each part that will help you better prepare for the exam what you will learn study to pass the splunk user power user and admin certificate exams implement and manage splunk multi site clustering design implement and manage a complex splunk enterprise solution master the roles of splunk admin and troubleshooting configure splunk using aws
who this book is for people looking to pass the user power user and enterprise admin exams it is also useful for splunk administrators and support engineers for managing an existing deployment test process milestones and inputs are unknowns to first time users of the esta electrical power systems test laboratory the user test planning guide aids in establishing expectations for both nasa and non nasa facility customers the potential audience for this guide includes both internal and commercial spaceflight hardware software developers it is intended to assist their test engineering personnel in test planning and execution material covered includes a roadmap of the test process roles and responsibilities of facility and user major milestones facility capabilities and inputs required by the facility samples of deliverables test article interfaces and inputs necessary to define test scope cost and schedule are included as an appendix to the guide the gap between who designers and developers imagine their users are and who those users really are can be the biggest problem with product development observing the user experience will help you bridge that gap to understand what your users want and need from your product and whether they ll be able to use what you ve created filled with real world experience and a wealth of practical information this book presents a complete toolbox of techniques to help designers and developers see through the eyes of their users it provides in depth coverage of 13 user experience research techniques that will provide a basis for developing better products whether they re software or mobile based in addition it s written with an understanding of how software is developed in the real world taking tight budgets short schedules and existing processes into account explains how to create usable products that are still original creative and unique a valuable resource for designers developers project managers anyone in a position where their work comes in direct contact with the end user provides a real world perspective on research and provides advice about how user research can be done cheaply quickly and how results can be presented persuasively gives readers the tools and confidence to perform user research on their own designs and tune their software user experience to the unique needs of their product and its users takes advantage of lateness to market by including experienced real world knowledge of asp net development as well as core information single volume covering both c and vb net find all the information exercises and tools to ace the splunk enterprise certified admin exam in one place key features explore various administration topics including installation configuration and user management gain a deep understanding of data inputs parsing and field extraction excel in the splunk enterprise admin exam with the help of self assessment questions and mock exams purchase of the print or kindle book includes a free pdf ebook book descriptionthe it sector s appetite for splunk and skilled
Splunk developers continue to surge, offering more opportunities for developers with each passing decade. If you want to enhance your career as a Splunk Enterprise administrator, then Splunk 9.x Enterprise Certified Admin Guide will not only aid you in excelling on your exam but also pave the way for a successful career. You'll begin with an overview of Splunk Enterprise, including installation, license management, user management, and forwarder management. Additionally, you'll delve into indexes management, including the creation and management of indexes used to store data in Splunk. You'll also uncover config files, which are used to configure various settings and components in Splunk. As you advance, you'll explore data administration, including data inputs, which are used to collect data from various sources such as log files, network protocols, TCP/UDP, APIs, and agentless inputs. HeC. You'll also discover search time and index time field extraction used to create reports and visualizations. Help make the data in Splunk more searchable and accessible. The self-assessment questions and answers at the end of each chapter will help you gauge your understanding. By the end of this book, you'll be well versed in all the topics required to pass the Splunk Enterprise Admin exam and use Splunk features effectively. What you will learn: explore Splunk Enterprise 9.x features and usage; install, configure, and manage licenses and users for Splunk; create and manage indexes for data storage; explore Splunk configuration files, their precedence, and troubleshooting; manage forwarders and source data into Splunk from various resources; parse and transform data to make it easy to use; extract fields from data at search and index time for data analysis. Engage with mock exam questions to simulate the Splunk Admin exam. Who this book is for: This book is for data professionals looking to gain certified Splunk administrator credentials. It will also help data analysts, Splunk users, IT experts, security analysts, and system administrators seeking to explore the Splunk Admin realm, understand its functionalities, and become proficient in effectively administering Splunk Enterprise. This guide serves as both a valuable resource for learning and a practical manual for administering Splunk Enterprise, encompassing features beyond the scope of certification preparation.
PC Mag

1999-02-09

pcmag.com is a leading authority on technology delivering labs based independent reviews of the latest products and services. Our expert industry analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from technology.

InfoWorld

1989-02-13

infoworld is targeted to senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into channels and topic centers. Infoworld also celebrates people, companies and projects.

User Modeling, Adaptation and Personalization

2014-06-19

This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed proceedings of the 22nd international conference on user modeling, adaptation and personalization held in Aalborg, Denmark in July 2014. The 23 long and 19 short papers of the research papers track were carefully reviewed and selected from 146 submissions. The papers cover the following topics: large scale personalization, adaptation and recommendation, personalization for individuals, groups and populations, modeling individuals, groups and communities, dynamics and personalization, adaptive web based systems, context awareness, social recommendations, user experience, user awareness and control, affective aspects, UMAP, underpinning by psychology models, privacy, perceived security and trust, behavior change and persuasion.

Network World

1989-04-17

For more than 20 years, Network World has been the premier provider of information, intelligence and insight for network and IT executives responsible for the digital nervous systems of large organizations. Readers are responsible for designing, implementing, and managing the voice, data, and video systems their companies use to support everything from business critical applications to employee collaboration and...
Handbook of Usability Testing

2011-03-10

whether it's software a cell phone or a refrigerator your customer wants no expects your product to be easy to use this fully revised handbook provides clear step by step guidelines to help you test your product for usability completely updated with current industry best practices it can give you that all important marketplace advantage products that perform the way users expect you'll learn to recognize factors that limit usability decide where testing should occur set up a test plan to assess goals for your product's usability and more

Dictionary of Electronics, Computing and Telecommunications/Wörterbuch der Elektronik, Datentechnik und Telekommunikation

2012-12-06

since the first edition was published new technologies have come up especially in the area of convergence of computing and communications accompanied by a lot of new technical terms this second expanded and updated edition has been worked out to cope with this situation the number of entries has been incremented by 35 with about 159 000 entries this dictionary offers a valuable guide to navigate through the entanglement of german and english terminology the lexicographic concept indication of the subject field for every term short definitions references to synonyms antonyms general and derivative terms has been maintained as well as the tabular layout

The Microsoft Data Warehouse Toolkit

2007-12-10

this groundbreaking book is the first in the kimball toolkit series to be product specific microsoft's bi toolset has undergone significant changes in the sql server 2005 development cycle sql server 2005 is the first viable full functioned data warehouse and business intelligence platform to be offered at a price that will make data warehousing and business intelligence available to a broad set of organizations this
book is meant to offer practical techniques to guide those organizations through the myriad of challenges to true success as measured by contribution to business value building a data warehousing and business intelligence system is a complex business and engineering effort while there are significant technical challenges to overcome in successfully deploying a data warehouse the authors find that the most common reason for data warehouse project failure is insufficient focus on the business users and business problems in an effort to help people gain success this book takes the proven business dimensional lifecycle approach first described in best selling the data warehouse lifecycle toolkit and applies it to the microsoft sql server 2005 tool set beginning with a thorough description of how to gather business requirements the book then works through the details of creating the target dimensional model setting up the data warehouse infrastructure creating the relational atomic database creating the analysis services databases designing and building the standard report set implementing security dealing with metadata managing ongoing maintenance and growing the dw bi system all of these steps tie back to the business requirements each chapter describes the practical steps in the context of the sql server 2005 platform intended audience the target audience for this book is the it department or service provider consultant who is planning a small to mid range data warehouse project evaluating or planning to use microsoft technologies as the primary or exclusive data warehouse server technology familiar with the general concepts of data warehousing and business intelligence the book will be directed primarily at the project leader and the warehouse developers although everyone involved with a data warehouse project will find the book useful some of the book’s content will be more technical than the typical project leader will need other chapters and sections will focus on business issues that are interesting to a database administrator or programmer as guiding information the book is focused on the mass market where the volume of data in a single application or data mart is less than 500 gb of raw data while the book does discuss issues around handling larger warehouses in the microsoft environment it is not exclusively or even primarily concerned with the unusual challenges of extremely large datasets about the authors joy mundy has focused on data warehousing and business intelligence since the early 1990s specializing in business requirements analysis dimensional modeling and business intelligence systems architecture joy co founded infodynamics llc a data warehouse consulting firm then joined microsoft webtv to develop closed loop analytic applications and a packaged data warehouse before returning to consulting with the kimball group in 2004 joy worked in microsoft sql server product development managing a team that developed the best practices for building business intelligence systems on the microsoft
platform joy began her career as a business analyst in banking and finance she graduated from tufts university with a ba in economics and from stanford with an ms in engineering economic systems warren thornthwaite has been building data warehousing and business intelligence systems since 1980 warren worked at metaphor for eight years where he managed the consulting organization and implemented many major data warehouse systems after metaphor warren managed the enterprise wide data warehouse development at stanford university he then co founded infodynamics llc a data warehouse consulting firm with his co author joy mundy warren joined up with webtv to help build a world class multi terabyte customer focused data warehouse before returning to consulting with the kimball group in addition to designing data warehouses for a range of industries warren speaks at major industry conferences and for leading vendors and is a long time instructor for kimball university warren holds an mba in decision sciences from the university of pennsylvania s wharton school and a ba in communications studies from the university of michigan ralph kimball ph d has been a leading visionary in the data warehouse industry since 1982 and is one of today s most internationally well known authors speakers consultants and teachers on data warehousing he writes the data warehouse architect column for intelligent enterprise formerly dbms magazine

Manuals Combined: Nondestructive Testing (NDT) And Inspection (NDI)

2023-03-31

over 8 300 pages just a sample of the contents nondestructive inspection methods published by the departments of the army navy and air force on 1 march 2000 771 pages and june 2005 762 pages metallic materials and elements for aerospace vehicle structures 1 733 pages designing and developing maintainable products and systems revision a 719 pages sampling procedures and tables for inspection by attributes 75 pages nondestructive testing acceptance criteria 88 pages environmental stress screening process for electronic equipment 49 pages handbook for reliability test methods plans and environments for engineering development qualification and production revision a 411 pages human engineering revision f 219 pages sampling procedures and tables for life and reliability testing based on exponential distribution 77 pages test method standard electronic and electrical component parts 191 pages reliability testing for engineering development qualification and production revision d 47 pages electroexplosive subsystem safety
requirements and test methods for space systems 150 pages 8 64 mb
reliability program for systems and equipment development and production
revision b 88 pages electronic discharge control handbook for protection
of electrical and electronic parts assemblies and equipment excluding
electrically initiated explosive devices revision b 171 pages electrical
grounding for aircraft safety 290 pages fuze and fuze components
environmental and performance tests for revision c 295 pages
requirements for the control of electromagnetic interference
characteristics of subsystems and equipment revision e 253 pages
maintainability verification demonstration evaluation revision a 64
pages failure rate sampling plans and procedures revision c 41 pages
maintainability prediction 176 pages definition of terms for reliability
and maintainability revision c 18 pages semiconductor devices 730 pages
reliability modeling and prediction revision b 85 pages established
reliability and high reliability qualified products list qpl systems for
electrical electronic and fiber optic parts specifications revision f 17
pages environmental test methods and engineering guidelines 416 pages
test methods for electrical connectors revision a 129 pages
environmental engineering considerations and laboratory tests revision f
539 pages system safety program requirements 117 pages test method
standard microcircuits revision e 705 pages test method standard
microcircuits revision f 708 pages procedures for performing a failure
mode effects and criticality analysis revision a 54 pages

CompTIA A+ CertMike: Prepare. Practice. Pass the Test! Get Certified!

2012-07-11

skip the fluff and get straight to the essentials with an indispensable
prep handbook for the comptia a core 2 exam in comptia a certmike
prepare practice pass the test get certified core 2 exam 220 1102
veteran tech experts and educators mike chapple and mark soper deliver a
hands on and practical roadmap to taking and succeeding on the comptia a
core 2 exam you ll learn how to install configure and maintain computer
equipment mobile devices and software for end users service components
based on customer requirements understand networking basics and apply
essential cybersecurity methods ace the test using the proven certmike
approach prepare certmike is your personal study coach guiding you
through all the exam objectives and helping you gain an understanding of
how they apply to on the job tasks practice each chapter includes two
multiple choice practice questions work through the detailed

www.1docway.com
explanations to evaluate each answer option and understand the reason for the best answer pass on exam day use the critical knowledge you've learned when you're ready to take the test you'll feel ready and confident to pass the exam and earn your certification with a laser focus on getting you job and exam ready the book skips the fluff and gets right to the point of getting you familiar with it basics and on the road to an in demand it certification and a new career in tech you'll also get complimentary access to additional online study tools complete with a bonus practice exam and audio recordings of the certmike exam essentials banish test anxiety and feel ready to pass the test the first time around an indispensable resource for anyone preparing for their a certification comptia a certmike prepare practice pass the test get certified core 2 exam 220 1102 is also a must read for hardware and pc technicians seeking to upgrade their skillset

**CompTIA A+ 220-801 and 220-802 Exam Cram**

2021-05-07

prepare for comptia a 220 801 and 220 802 exam success with this comptia authorized exam cram from pearson it certification a leader in it certification learning and a comptia authorized platinum partner this is the ebook version of the print title note that the ebook does not provide access to the practice test software that accompanies the print book access to the digital edition of the cram sheet is available through product registration at pearson it certification or see instructions in back pages of your ebook limited time offer buy comptia a 220 801 and 220 802 authorized exam cram and receive a 10 off discount code for the comptia a 220 801 and 220 802 exams to receive your 10 off discount code 1 register your product at pearsonitcertification com register 2 when prompted please enter isbn number 9780133048223 3 go to your account page and click on access bonus content comptia a 220 801 and 220 802 authorized exam cram sixth edition is the perfect study guide to help you pass comptia s a 220 801 and 220 802 exam it provides coverage and practice questions for every exam topic including substantial new coverage of windows 7 new pc hardware tablets smartphones and professional level networking and security the book presents you with an organized test preparation routine through the use of proven series elements and techniques exam topic lists make referencing easy exam alerts sidebars and notes interspersed throughout the text keep you focused on what you need to know cram quizzes help you assess your knowledge and the cram sheet tear card is the perfect last minute review covers the critical information you'll need to know to score higher on your comptia a 220 801 and 220 802 exams deploy and
administer desktops and notebooks running windows 7 vista or xp
understand install and troubleshoot motherboards processors and memory
test and troubleshoot power related problems use all forms of storage
including new blu ray and solid state ssd devices work effectively with
mobile devices including tablets and smartphones install configure and
troubleshoot both visible and internal laptop components configure
windows components and applications use windows administrative tools and
optimize windows systems repair damaged windows environments and boot
erors work with audio and video subsystems i o devices and the newest
peripherals install and manage both local and network printers configure
ipv4 and understand tcp ip protocols and ipv6 changes install and
configure soho wired wireless networks and troubleshoot connectivity
implement secure authentication prevent malware attacks and protect data
david l prowse is an author computer network specialist and technical
trainer over the past several years he has authored several titles for
pearson education including the well received comptia a exam cram and
comptia security cert guide as a consultant he installs and secures the
latest in computer and networking technology he runs the website
davidlprowse com where he gladly answers questions from students and
readers

API Testing and Development with Postman

2006-02-20

explore the world of apis and learn how to integrate them with
production ready applications using postman and the newman cli key
features learn the tenets of effective api testing and api design
gain an in depth understanding of the various features postman has to offer
know when and how to use postman for creating high quality apis for software
and web apps the book description postman enables the exploration and testing
of web apis helping testers and developers figure out how an api works
with postman you can create effective test automation for any apis if
you want to put your knowledge of apis to work quickly this practical
guide to using postman will help you get started the book provides a
hands on approach to learning the implementation and associated
methodologies that will have you up and running with postman in no time
complete with step by step explanations of essential concepts practical
examples and self assessment questions this book begins by taking you
through the principles of effective api testing a combination of theory
coupled with real world examples will help you learn how to use postman
to create well designed documented and tested apis you ll then be able
to try some hands on projects that will teach you how to add test
automation to an already existing api with postman and guide you in
using postman to create a well designed api from scratch by the end of this book you'll be able to use postman to set up and run api tests for any api that you are working with what you will learn find out what is involved in effective api testing use data driven testing in postman to create scalable api tests understand what a well designed api looks like become well versed with api terminology including the different types of apis get grips with performing functional and non functional testing of an api discover how to use industry standards such as openapi and mocking in postman who this book is for the book is for software testing professionals and software developers looking to improve product and api quality through api test automation you will find this book useful if you understand apis and want to build your skills for creating testing and documenting apis the book assumes beginner level knowledge of javascript and api development

**MCSE Windows 2000 Network Security Design Exam Notes**

2010-04-28

approach the new mcse 2000 exam with added confidence by reviewing with mcse exam notes windows 2000 network security design not a cram guide or cheat sheet this innovative review guide provides objective by objective coverage of all the material you need to know for the exam singling out critical information outlining necessary procedures identifying exam essentials and providing sample questions it s the perfect companion piece to the mcse windows 2000 network security design study guide

**iPhone User Interface Design Projects**

2019-12-30

with over 100 000 iphone applications and 125 000 registered iphone developers is it still possible to create a top selling app that stands apart from the six figure crowd of course but you'll need more than a great idea and flawless code an eye catching and functional user interface design is essential with this book you'll get practical advice on user interface design from 10 innovative developers who like you have sat wondering how to best utilize the iphone's minimal screen real estate their stories illustrate precisely why with more apps and more experienced creative developers no iphone app can succeed without a great user interface whatever type of iphone project you have in mind social networking app game or reference tool you'll benefit from the
information presented in this book more than just tips and pointers you'll learn from the authors hands on experiences including dave barnard of app cubby on how to use apple's user interface conventions and test for usability to assure better results joachim bondo creator of deep green chess beats a classic design problem of navigating large dataset results in the realm of the iphone former apple employee dan burcaw tailors user interfaces and adds the power of corelocation address book and camera to the social networking app brightkite david kaneda takes his basecamp project management client outpost from a blank page literally to a model of dashboard clarity craig kemper focuses on the smallest details to create his award winning puzzle games tanzen and zentomino tim novikoff a graduate student in applied math with no programming experience reduces a complex problem to simplicity in flash of genius sat vocab long time mac developer chris parrish goes into detail on the creation of the digital postcard app postage which won the 2009 apple design award flash developer keith peters provides solutions for bringing games that were designed for a desktop screen to the small touch sensitive world of the iphone jürgen siebert creator of fontshuffle outlines the anatomy of letters and how to select the right fonts for maximum readability on the iphone screen eddie wilson an interactive designer reveals the fine balance of excellent design and trial by fire programming used to create his successful app snow report combined with apress best selling beginning iphone 3 development exploring the iphone sdk you'll be prepared to match great code with striking design and create the app that everyone is talking about

**Exam PL-900: Microsoft Certified Power Platform Fundamentals 51 Test Prep Questions**

1995-10-23

this book is designed to be an ancillary to the classes labs and hands on practice that you have diligently worked on in preparing to obtain your pl 900 microsoft certified power platform fundamentals certification i won't bother talking about the benefits of certifications this book tries to reinforce the knowledge that you have gained in your process of studying it is meant as one of the end steps in your preparation for the pl 900 exams this book is short but it will give you a good gauge of your readiness learning can be seen in 4 stages 1 unconscious incompetence 2 conscious incompetence 3 conscious competence 4 unconscious competence this book will assume the reader has already gone through the needed classes labs and practice it is meant to take the reader from stage 2 conscious incompetence to stage 3 conscious
competence at stage 3 you should be ready to take the exam only real
world scenarios and work experience will take you to stage 4 unconscious
competence before we get started we all have doubts when preparing to
take an exam what is your reason and purpose for taking this exam
remember your reason and purpose when you have some doubts obstacle is
the way control your mind attitude and you can control the situation
persistence leads to confidence confidence erases doubts

InfoWorld
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infoworld is targeted to senior it professionals content is segmented
into channels and topic centers infoworld also celebrates people
companies and projects

InfoWorld
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infoworld is targeted to senior it professionals content is segmented
into channels and topic centers infoworld also celebrates people
companies and projects

Industrial Management

1998-11-17

pcmag.com is a leading authority on technology delivering labs based
independent reviews of the latest products and services our expert
industry analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying
decisions and get more from technology

PC Mag

2015-12-17

this book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post conference
proceedings of 12 workshops held at the 21st international conference on
parallel and distributed computing euro par 2015 in vienna austria in
august 2015 the 67 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed
and selected from 121 submissions the volume includes papers from the
following workshops bigdatacloud 4th workshop on big data management in
study guide questions to great gatsby Full PDF

clouds euro edupar first european workshop on parallel and distributed computing education for undergraduate students hetero par 13th international workshop on algorithms models and tools for parallel computing on heterogeneous platforms lsdve third workshop on large scale distributed virtual environments omhi 4th international workshop on on chip memory hierarchies and interconnects padaps third workshop on parallel and distributed agent based simulations pelga workshop on performance engineering for large scale graph analytics reppar second international workshop on reproducibility in parallel computing resilience 8th workshop on resiliency in high performance computing in clusters clouds and grids rome third workshop on runtime and operating systems for the many core era uchpc 8th workshop on unconventional high performance computing and vhpc 10th workshop on virtualization in high performance cloud computing

Euro-Par 2015: Parallel Processing Workshops

2012-03-21

2012 jolt award finalist pioneering the future of software test do you need to get it right too then learn from google legendary testing expert james whittaker until recently a google testing leader and two top google experts reveal exactly how google tests software offering brand new best practices you can use even if you re not quite google s size yet breakthrough techniques you can actually use discover 100 practical amazingly scalable techniques for analyzing risk and planning tests thinking like real users implementing exploratory black box white box and acceptance testing getting usable feedback tracking issues choosing and creating tools testing docs mocks interfaces classes modules libraries binaries services and infrastructure reviewing code and refactoring using test hooks presubmit scripts queues continuous builds and more with these techniques you can transform testing from a bottleneck into an accelerator and make your whole organization more productive

How Google Tests Software

2011-06-28

1 1 the pressure on information technology it in today s environment the ability to react quickly to change by reducing the development life cycle in order to be first to market will give a company an important competitive edge james martin the market conditions of the 21st
century put business under continual pressure the most successful companies are those who are able to reduce their time to market to launch initiatives before their competitors to respond very rapidly to opportunities in the marketplace or to change direction in response to a move by the competition or a change in circumstances all of these business initiatives rely on support from information technology it for a business to launch a new product in three months time the supporting it processes must be available and working in that three month time frame in this fast moving environment late it delivery is not acceptable and may pose a major risk to the business the marketplace of 21st century business measures timescales in months whereas in the past timescales of two to three years were more typical internet related and e business projects frequently require even tighter timescales measured in days rather than months this need for speed puts tremendous pressure on it departments pressure does not just come from the need for speed there is also an ever increasing rate of change within business

Software Quality

2009-10-23

praise for software test engineering with ibm rational functional tester the indispensable resource for automated testing automated software testing has become a critical exercise especially for developers utilizing iterative and agile methods however to achieve the full benefits of automated testing teams need a deep understanding of both its principles and their testing tools if you’re among the thousands of developers using ibm rational functional tester rft this book brings together all the insight examples and real world solutions you need to succeed eight leading ibm testing experts thoroughly introduce this state of the art product covering issues ranging from building test environments through executing the most complex and powerful tests drawing on decades of experience with ibm rational testing products they address both technical and nontechnical challenges and present everything from best practices to reusable code coverage includes integrating ibm rft into your development processes building highly efficient test environments test harnesses and test scripts using rft visual editor to extend testing automation to novice users mastering basic scripting techniques from data capture to script synchronization managing script data using rft datapools efficiently debugging scripts using eclipse™ or visual studio managing execution flow playback settings logic error handling and more handling domains that are not supported by rft using advanced techniques such as mouse delays and custom verification pointstesting specialized software including
mainframe sap siebel and adobe flex applications extending rft with external libraries developing rft support for third party javatm or net controls using rft in both linux and windows environments configuring internationalized testing within the rft framework

**Software Test Engineering with IBM Rational Functional Tester**

1922

the 9th acis international conference on software engineering artificial intelligence networking and parallel distributed computing held in phuket thailand on august 6 8 2008 is aimed at bringing together researchers and scientist businessmen and entrepreneurs teachers and students to discuss the numerous fields of computer science and to share ideas and information in a meaningful way this publication captures 20 of the conference s most promising papers and we impatiently await the important contributions that we know these authors will bring to the field

**Industrial India**

2008-08-18

human resource information systems basics applications and future directions is a one of a kind book that provides a thorough introduction to the field of human resource information systems hris and shows how organizations today can leverage hris to make better people decisions and manage talent more effectively unlike other texts that overwhelm students with technical information and jargon this revised fifth edition offers a balanced approach in dealing with hr issues and it is issues by drawing from experts in both areas it includes the latest research and developments in the areas of hris justification strategies hr technology big data and artificial intelligence numerous examples best practices discussion questions and case studies make this book the most student friendly and current text on the market included with this title the password protected instructor resource site formally known as sage edge offers access to all text specific resources including a test bank and editable chapter specific powerpoint slides
Software Engineering, Artificial Intelligence, Networking and Parallel/Distributed Computing

1919

pcmag.com is a leading authority on technology delivering labs based independent reviews of the latest products and services. Our expert industry analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from technology.

Mechanical Handling and Works Equipment

1954

Welcome to the proceedings of ICCHP 2010. We were proud to welcome participants from more than 40 countries from all over the world to this year’s ICCHP. Since the late 1980s, it has been ICCHP’s mission to support and reflect development in the field of assistive technologies, accessibility, and inclusion with a focus on scientific quality. ICCHP has become an important reference in our field. The 2010 conference and this collection of papers once again fulfilled this mission. The international programme committee comprising 106 experts from all over the world selected 147 full and 44 short papers out of 328 abstracts submitted to ICCHP. This acceptance ratio of about half of the submissions demonstrates our strict pursuit of scientific quality both of the programme and in particular of the proceedings. In your hands are an impressive number of experts agreed to organize special thematic sessions (STS) for ICCHP 2010. These STS help to bring the meeting into sharper focus in several key areas in turn this deeper level of focus helps to collate a state of the art and mainstream technical, social, cultural and political developments.

Rural Lines
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Infoworld is targeted to senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into channels and topic centers. Infoworld also celebrates people, companies, and projects.
Rural Lines

2020-09-10

make your splunk certification easier with this exam study guide that covers the user power user and enterprise admin certifications this book is divided into three parts the first part focuses on the splunk user and power user certifications starting with how to install splunk splunk processing language spl field extraction field aliases and macros and splunk tags you will be able to make your own data model and prepare an advanced dashboard in splunk in the second part you will explore the splunk admin certification there will be in depth coverage of splunk licenses and user role management and how to configure splunk forwarders indexer clustering and the security policy of splunk you’ll also explore advanced data input options in splunk as well as conf file merging logic btool various attributes stanza types editing advanced data inputs through the conf file and various other types of conf file in splunk the concluding part covers the advanced topics of the splunk admin certification you will also learn to troubleshoot splunk and to manage existing splunk infrastructure you will understand how to configure search head multi site indexer clustering and search peers besides exploring how to troubleshoot splunk enterprise using the monitoring console and matrix log this part will also include search issues and configuration issues you will learn to deploy an app through a deployment server on your client’s instance create a server class and carry out load balancing socks proxy and indexer discovery by the end of the splunk certified study guide you will have learned how to manage resources in splunk and how to use rest api services for splunk this section also explains how to set up splunk enterprise on the aws platform and some of the best practices to make them work efficiently together the book offers multiple choice question tests for each part that will help you better prepare for the exam what you will learn study to pass the splunk user power user and admin certificate exams implement and manage splunk multi site clustering design implement and manage a complex splunk enterprise solution master the roles of splunk admin and troubleshooting configure splunk using aws who this book is for people looking to pass the user power user and enterprise admin exams it is also useful for splunk administrators and support engineers for managing an existing deployment

Human Resource Information Systems

1999
test process milestones and inputs are unknowns to first time users of the esta electrical power systems test laboratory the user test planning guide aids in establishing expectations for both nasa and non nasa facility customers the potential audience for this guide includes both internal and commercial spaceflight hardware software developers it is intended to assist their test engineering personnel in test planning and execution material covered includes a roadmap of the test process roles and responsibilities of facility and user major milestones facility capabilities and inputs required by the facility samples of deliverables test article interfaces and inputs necessary to define test scope cost and schedule are included as an appendix to the guide

PC Magazine

1917

the gap between who designers and developers imagine their users are and who those users really are can be the biggest problem with product development observing the user experience will help you bridge that gap to understand what your users want and need from your product and whether they ll be able to use what you ve created filled with real world experience and a wealth of practical information this book presents a complete toolbox of techniques to help designers and developers see through the eyes of their users it provides in depth coverage of 13 user experience research techniques that will provide a basis for developing better products whether they re software or mobile based in addition it s written with an understanding of how software is developed in the real world taking tight budgets short schedules and existing processes into account explains how to create usable products that are still original creative and unique a valuable resource for designers developers project managers anyone in a position where their work comes in direct contact with the end user provides a real world perspective on research and provides advice about how user research can be done cheaply quickly and how results can be presented persuasively gives readers the tools and confidence to perform user research on their own designs and tune their software user experience to the unique needs of their product and its users

Knight's Local Government Reports

1999-02-09

takes advantage of lateness to market by including experienced real
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find all the information exercises and tools to ace the splunk enterprise certified admin exam in one place key features explore various administration topics including installation configuration and user management gain a deep understanding of data inputs parsing and field extraction excel in the splunk enterprise admin exam with the help of self assessment questions and mock exams purchase of the print or kindle book includes a free pdf ebook book description the it sector s appetite for splunk and skilled splunk developers continues to surge offering more opportunities for developers with each passing decade if you want to enhance your career as a splunk enterprise administrator then splunk 9 x enterprise certified admin guide will not only aid you in excelling on your exam but also pave the way for a successful career you ll begin with an overview of splunk enterprise including installation license management user management and forwarder management additionally you ll delve into indexes management including the creation and management of indexes used to store data in splunk you ll also uncover config files which are used to configure various settings and components in splunk as you advance you ll explore data administration including data inputs which are used to collect data from various sources such as log files network protocols tcp udp apis and agentless inputs hec you ll also discover search time and index time field extraction used to create reports and visualizations and help make the data in splunk more searchable and accessible the self assessment questions and answers at the end of each chapter will help you gauge your understanding by the end of this book you ll be well versed in all the topics required to pass the splunk enterprise admin exam and use splunk features effectively what you will learn explore splunk enterprise 9 x features and usage install configure and manage licenses and users for splunk create and manage indexes for data storage explore splunk configuration files their precedence and troubleshooting manage forwarders and source data into splunk from various resources parse and transform data to make it easy to use extract fields from data at search and index time for data analysis engage with mock exam questions to simulate the splunk admin exam who this book is for this book is for data professionals looking to gain certified splunk administrator credentials it will also help data analysts splunk users it experts security analysts and system administrators seeking to explore the splunk admin
realm understand its functionalities and become proficient in effectively administering splunk enterprise this guide serves as both a valuable resource for learning and a practical manual for administering splunk enterprise encompassing features beyond the scope of certification preparation
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